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About the Book

Edward Darby has everything a man could hope for: meaningful work, a loving wife and a beloved daughter. With a 

rising career as a partner at an esteemed gallery, he strives not to let ambition, money, power and his dark past corrode 

the sanctuary of his domestic and private life. Influenced by his father, a brilliant Romantics scholar, Edward has always 

been more of a purist than an opportunist. But when a celebrated artist controlled by her insecurities betrays him, and 

another very different artist awakens his heart and stirs up secrets from his past, Edward will find himself unmoored 

from his marriage, his work and the memory of his beloved father. And when the finalists of an important prize are 

announced, and the desperate artists maneuver to seek its validation, Edward soon learns that betrayal comes in many 

forms, and that he may be hurtling toward an act that challenges his own notions about what comprises a life worth 

living.

A compelling odyssey of a man unhinged by his ideals, THE PRIZE is as well an unflinching portrait of a marriage 

struggling against the corroding tide of time and the proximity to the treacherous fault line between art and money. 

Inspired by her work as a poet and the need to preserve a private space for the creation of art, and with language that 

pierces with longing, passion, and intelligence, THE PRIZE is Jill Bialosky's most evocative and moving novel yet.

Discussion Guide

1. The novel is constructed through the guise of five marriages: gallerist Edward and his wife Holly; rising artist Agnes 

and artist, Nate; the artist Julia and her husband; Edward?s parents? marriage; and the marriage that binds them all --- 

that of commerce and art. How does Bialosky construct these unions and how do they play a role in the larger issues of 

THE PRIZE?

2. How do these various marriages differ? What do you think the author is attempting to say about marriage? 
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3. The most successful artists in the novel --- Nate and Agnes --- create art influenced by the attacks on 9/11. Why did 

the author use this as their guiding force? Do you think it shows how artists can interpret reality or transform real world 

events? Do you think their work as described shows New York artists seeking to move past these events? Julia?s art too 

comes from a place of loss and longing. How necessary is suffering to the creation of art?

4. Edward?s father was a huge influence on him, on his deeming art and beauty necessary to life. How does this idealism 

manifest in the novel? Can art help us in our daily lives?

5. Throughout the novel, Agnes ostensibly tries to shake Nate?s success, which she fears will overshadow her own. Does 

Nate act similarly toward Agnes?s success? What role does competition play in their lives and in the novel itself? Is it a 

vehicle for producing great art, or a hindrance? 

6. On page 165, Edward?s mother says, ?They don?t give out prizes for the woman who organizes the home, makes the 

bed, cleans out the closets.? Between this quote and Edward?s and Holly?s conversation following the Christmas party 

on page 196, in what ways can we read THE PRIZE as being Holly?s story? 

7. At the banquet in New York, the tarot reader claims Julia is The Fool, which has two sides: the spark that sets 

everything in motion, and also unmolded potential. In what ways does Julia represent unmolded potential? In what ways 

does Edward?

8. What is the significance of Edward gaining Julia but losing Agnes on the same night?

9. What role does the recurring motif of nature outside of Edward?s house play? In particular, the deer that Edward and 

Holly see at the beginning of the book returns as Edward?s personal relationships are falling apart; why is this? What 

does the deer foreshadow?

10. Throughout the book, Edward appears tortured or conflicted by memories of his father. What changes for him in the 

final passage? Does this signal a reconciliation with that memory?

11. Aside from the Tanning Prize at the end of the novel, what is the titular ?prize? and who receives it?

12. The novel hints at a possible love affair between Professor Kincaid and Edward?s father. Are these intimations to be 

taken at face value, or are they merely the result of Edward?s frustrated projections on his surroundings?

13. Infidelity plays a crucial role in the life of nearly every character in the novel. What does the novel say about the 

possibility of a stable marriage and the nature of love?

14. We meet Edward at a crossroads, both personally and professionally. His conflicts in his domestic life sometimes 

mirror those he faces professionally in the art world. How does he seek to resolve the conflicts in his life? Does he 

succeed?

Author Bio

Jill Bialosky's newest volume of poetry, ASYLUM: A Personal, Historical, Natural Inquiry in 103 Lyric Sections, was a 



finalist for the National Jewish Book Award. She is the author of five acclaimed collections of poetry, four critically 

acclaimed novels --- including THE PRIZE and, most recently, THE DECEPTIONS --- and two memoirs, POETRY 

WILL SAVE YOUR LIFE and the New York Times bestselling memoir, HISTORY OF A SUICIDE: My Sister?s 

Unfinished Life.

Her poems and essays have appeared in The New Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, Harper?s, O Magazine, The Kenyon 

Review, Harvard Review, Paris Review and Best American Poetry, among others. She co-edited with Helen Schulman 

the anthology, WANTING A CHILD. She is an Executive Editor and Vice President at W. W. Norton & Company. In 

2014, she was honored by the Poetry Society of America for her distinguished contribution to poetry.

Critical Praise

"THE PRIZE is a graceful, quiet novel that finds its gravitational pull in the dissonance between the transcendence of art 

and the slog of everyday life. Bialosky has several books of poetry to her name, and her writing glows with insight....?
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